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A B S T R A C T   

Preserving human and environmental health requires anthropogenic pollutants to be biologically degradable. 
Depending on concentration, both nutrients and pollutants induce and activate metabolic capacity in the 
endemic bacterial consortium, which in turn aids their degradation. Knowledge on such ‘acclimation’ is rarely 
implemented in risk assessment cost-effectively. As a result, an accurate description of the mechanisms and 
kinetics of biodegradation remains problematic. 

In this study, we defined a yield ‘effectivity’, comprising the effectiveness at which a pollutant (substrate) 
enhances its own degradation by inducing (biomass) cofactors involved therein. Our architecture for calculation 
represents the interplay between concentration and metabolism via both stoichiometric and thermodynamic 
concepts. The calculus for yield ‘effectivity’ is biochemically intuitive, implicitly embeds co-metabolism and 
distinguishes ‘endogenic’ from ‘exogenic’ substances’ reflecting various phenomena in biodegradation and bio- 
transformation studies. 

We combined data on half-lives of pollutants/nutrients in wastewater and surface water with transition-state 
rate theory to obtain also experimental values for effective yields. These quantify the state of acclimation: the 
portion of biodegradation kinetics attributable to (contributed by) ‘natural metabolism’, in view of similarity to 
natural substances. Calculated and experimental values showed statistically significant correspondence. Partic-
ularly, carbohydrate metabolism and nucleic acid metabolism appeared relevant for acclimation 
(R2 = 0.11–0.42), affecting rates up to 104.9(±0.7) times: under steady-state acclimation, a compound stoichio-
metrically identical to carbohydrates or nucleic acids, is 103.2 to 104.9 times faster aerobically degraded than a 
compound marginally similar. 

Our new method, simulating (contribution by) the state of acclimation, supplements existing structure- 
biodegradation and kinetic models for predicting biodegradation in wastewater and surface water. The accu-
racy of prediction may increase when characterizing nutrients/co-metabolites in terms of, e.g., elemental 
analysis. We discuss strengths and limitations of our approach by comparison to empirical and mechanism-based 
methods.   

1. Introduction 

After use, anthropogenic (e.g., agricultural, industrial, household) 
chemicals often enter our environment. This driving force of pollution 
affects human health as well as biodiversity in soil and water ecosystems 
worldwide (Posthuma et al., 2019b; Vrijheid et al., 2016; Wang et al., 

2021). Evaluating hazards involves understanding the fate of chemicals 
and their mixtures (De Zwart and Posthuma, 2005; Sathishkumar et al., 
2020, 2021), relevant for developing less persistent ‘‘green” or 
“benign-by-design” chemicals (Nolte et al., 2020a; Rucker and Kum-
merer, 2012). 

Among many remediation strategies (Kumar et al., 2020; Ma et al., 
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2021; Mendes-Felipe et al., 2022; Sharma et al., 2021), biological 
degradation removes anthropogenic pollutants from the environment in 
a cost- and energy-efficient way, so as to reduce human exposure and 
improve environmental quality. Moreover, proper description of 
biotransformation processes is essential for accurate environmental fate 
assessments (Directive 2000; Knott et al., 2020). Static fate models such 
as SimpleTreat (Struijs et al., 2020) apply half-lives or removal 
efficiencies, as obtained from OECD testing (Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development) (Pagga, 1997) or 
structure-biodegradation relationships (SBRs) (Boethling et al., 1994), 
to quantify the contribution of biodegradation to the overall removal 
and predict contaminant concentrations. Particularly, SBRs can identify 
and ‘screen’ functional groups among potentially 10.000+ chemicals 
(Leder et al., 2015) prone to biodegradation. In addition to categorial (0 
or 1) SBRs (Lunghini et al., 2020), ‘continuous’ SBRs predict biodegra-
dation kinetics of chemicals (in e.g., surface water, wastewater) with 
accuracies up to 50% (Nolte et al., 2020a, 2020c; USEPA, 2012). 
Attributing the remaining variance in biodegradation to a reproducible 
metric enables more correct assessments. 

Biodegradation is often not rigorously defined (Kowalczyk et al., 
2015; Rucker and Kummerer, 2012; Thouand et al., 2011): when inocula 
from e.g., surface waters and wastewaters are insufficiently ‘standard-
ized’, testing will entail a variable biodegradation pathway as binding to 
receptors/enzymes, catalysis, etc. will differ. Moreover, a certain 
(threshold (Kovar et al., 2002)) concentration can, over time, induce 
acclimation, via transcription/expression of transporter/catabolic genes 
or even mutations and horizontal gene transfer. This would enhance 
specific biodegradation pathways (Fig. 1), i.e., biodegradation rate 
constants are thereby affected by concentration (Nolte, 2020a; Nolte and 
Chen, 2020a; Nolte et al., 2020b; van Bergen et al., 2020): the bacterial 
consortium not only degrades the pollutant/substrate S, but S can also 
induce relevant changes (Δ) in the consortium (‘community biomass’) E 
(Zhang et al., 2016). This via a proportionality factor ‘ηγ’, in mathe-
matical terms (Eq. 1) and graphically (Fig. S1): 

(1) 

Wherein kb is a second-order rate constant for production of E 
(precursors) from consumption of S. The proportionality between 
acclimation and biodegradation (ηy in Eq. 1) reflects the effectiveness of 
biomass production. Unrealistic simplifications of these changes may 
give rise to ‘order-of-magnitude’ discrepancies with real-life observa-
tions: after (minutes/hours for transcriptional changes) exposure to [S] 

(mol/L), the ‘biomass of the bacterial community’ E (e.g., in mol/L) can 
settle into a new ‘steady-state’ (Rios-Miguel et al., 2021), rendering the 
a-priori experimental half-life, ∝1/(kb⋅[E]) for S, meaningless (Ahtiai-
nen et al., 2003; Li and McLachlan, 2019; Nyholm, 1991), Eq. 1. 
Measuring biodegradation of 10.000+ compounds (ECHA, 2020) in 
different, continuously changing matrices is time and financially con-
straining, and not a ‘true’ solution. 

Models including such dependence on concentration (i.e., induction, 
acclimation and community changes) more robustly describe biodeg-
radation in real-life (flexible) scenarios (Poursat et al., 2019). Most 
models, however, reflect concentration changes by fitting data to e.g. 
‘logistic kinetics’ (i.e., lag-times (Nguyen et al., 2018)) or 3/2 order 
kinetics, phenomenologically for a limited number of chemicals, con-
centrations and incubations (Brandt, 2002; Nolte et al., 2018). As a 
result, limited mechanistic interpretation hampers robust predictions for 
new situations. 

Studying interactions and functions within microbial inocula helps 
to optimize, interpret and extrapolate experimental findings associated 
with biodegradation to the community level (Kowalczyk et al., 2015), to 
predict biodegradation in the field. “Omics” (i.e., transcriptomics, pro-
teomics, interactomics, metabolomics), e.g. via “next-generation 
sequencing” approaches (Mishra et al., 2020; Rodríguez et al., 2020), 
opts to link appropriate biomarkers of a (single) culture to biodegrad-
ability (Achermann et al., 2020; Kowalczyk et al., 2015; 
Paniagua-Michel and Olmos-Soto, 2016; Young, 2005). The interplay 
between (the composition of) microbial consortia and 10.000+ potential 
substrates is however yet to be captured in a kinetic framework. Ideally, 
such a framework describes interactions between compounds 
(De Zwart and Posthuma, 2005; Vrijheid et al., 2016), e.g., mixture ef-
fects like co-metabolism. Especially because screening compound li-
braries (10–1.000 €/sample) extrapolates to high costs (Alves et al., 
2018; Balcom et al., 2016; Chai et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2015). 
‘Cheap’ parameters effectuating acclimation (biomarkers) make best use 
of omics knowledge and can be implemented to predict kinetics for any 
substrate. Below, we derive and apply the mechanism-based formulas 
for such kinetics making use of cheap parameters. 

2. Theory 

Elevating the concentration of a ‘xenobiotic’ substance above its 
value background can, eventually and, under some conditions, induce a 
higher concentration of biomass enzymatic ‘co-factors’ [E1…Ex]. The 
umbrella term, ‘cofactors’ refers to all that which constitutes [E1…Ex] a 
contribution to ‘growth’ (anabolism) by catabolizing the substrate. 1…x 
include many enzymes, transporters, coenzymes and, indirectly, nucleic 
acids, lipids and all that which is required to make the cellular biomass 
function as an expanding self-propelling machinery (see also Section 
3.1.2). Induction involves a metabolism specific to (a family of) sub-
strates including many biomass forms (1…x) which bind and convert 
substrates and their intermediate metabolites. Eq. (2) expresses the 
production of biomass cofactors (i.e., enzymes, transporters, etc. aiding 
the metabolism) (Monod, 1942; Nolte et al., 2018): 

Fig. 1. Simplified illustration of partial energy versus 
biotransformation coordinate. The horizontal distance 
between the bottoms of the parabolas represent the 
(physical) pathway distance between the different en-
zymes and transporters (steps coupled to process S). 
Minima of the parabola represent equilibria states of 
the bonded S-E complexes. Each energy barrier (cata-
lytic transformation) can include both entropy decrease 
and enthalpy increase. The Figure assumes that the 
stepwise change in energies is evenly distributed be-
tween pathway steps (Astumian, 2019).   

T.M. Nolte et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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[S] + [E1…Ex]t=0→kf 1
kr1
[SE1] + [E1…Ex]∕∈E1

→kcat1

[S
′

] + [E1…Ex]t=0→kf 2
kr2

[S
′ E2] + [E1…Ex]∕∈E2

→kcat2

[S′′] + [E1…Ex]t=0→kf …x
kr…x

[S′′Ex] + [E1…Ex]∕∈E…x
→kcat…x

(1 + ηyS)[E1…Ex]t=0

(2) 

kf1…x/kr1…x are forward/reverse binding rate constants for the first 
(1) to the final (x) transporters, carriers and binding domains (in M− 1d− 1 

and d− 1, resp.). In turn, kcat1…x (in d− 1) corresponds to the first (1) to 
final (x) catalytic steps. Eq. (2) denotes the production of ‘new’ meta-
bolic cofactors [E1…Ex] via a number of metabolic steps x, with the net 
result (yield) being that for every molecule of S consumed, yS of new 
cofactors [E1…Ex] can be produced in addition to initial [E1…Ex]t=0 (net 
number of biomass cofactors produced from S) (VanBriesen, 2002). yS is 
a unitless theoretical (growth) yield efficiency on substrate S normalized 
by the initial S and biomass concentration,  yS = y⋅ [S]0

[E1⋯Ex ]0 
(Yuan and 

VanBriesen, 2002a). In the case of yS = 0, we get empirical ‘Michaelis 
Menten’ kinetics, which constitutes a mix between first and second order 
kinetics; yS > 0 can lead to ‘mixed Monod’ or Michaelis–Menten–Monod 
(MMM) kinetics (Brandt, 2002; Maggi and la Cecilia, 2016). ηq1…x is an 
umbrella term for effectiveness of the biomass (and production thereof). 
ηq1…x accounts for cases that transformation of S (or subsequent S’, S’’, 
etc.) does not contribute to cofactor E production (e.g., non-growth 
co-metabolism (Dalton and Stirling, 1982; Luo et al., 2014)): when 
endemic metabolism is completely ineffective in converting S to E, 
ηq1…x = 0. See Fig. 1. 

Eq. 2 and Fig. 1 are abstract versions of reality: the rate of every step 
(1…x) depends on (co-)substrate, intermediates, reaction product, 
energizing molecules such as ATP and other coenzymes/cofactors and 
regulators. Thus, processes in Eq. 2 come on top of existing metabolism 
([E]t = 0 normalized to 1 in Eq. (2)), i.e., maintenance when organisms 
are in a stationary growth state (zero net growth). The concentration of 
biomass cofactors, i.e., [E1…Ex], can change over time: induction may 
occur via (exponential) ‘growth’ of new pathways, existing pathways, or 
inhibiting them (negative y) (Chong et al., 2010, 2011). A general 
equation capturing changes in concentration of effective biomass is: 

ηq,1…x[E1…Ex]t = ηq1…x⋅[E1…Ex]0 −

∫τ=t

τ=0

η1…x⋅yS⋅
d[S]
dτ ⋅dτ

= ηq1…x⋅
(
[E1…Ex]0 + yS,1…x⋅([S0] − [S])

)

(3)  

neglecting any (short-term) dependence of the steady-state (mainte-
nance) metabolism on substrate concentration. The substrate decreases 
with time in proportion to both biomass and substrate concentration: 

d[S]
dt

= − kb⋅
⃒
⃒ηq1…x⋅[E1…Ex]0 + yS⋅([S0] − [S])

⃒
⃒⋅|[S]| (4)  

wherein kb is a second order biodegradation rate constant (Nolte et al., 
2020c), which defines the rate constant k as: 

k def
(1+ yS)⋅ηq1…x⋅[E1…Ex]0⋅kb (5)  

which is the apparent (maximal) attainable ‘first-order’ rate constant 
when S is 100% biodegradable (when the non-biodegradable [SNB] = 0) 
(Quiroga, 1994). When S is partially degradable ([SNB]> 0 and constant) 
Eq. (4) simplifies to a Haldane differential equation (Brandt, 2002; 
Haldane, 1930; Quiroga et al., 1999; Romero, 1991). One can obtain a 
specific solution to Haldane (details in SI) expressing half-life as: 

t1/2 =
ln
(

2 + ηq1…x⋅
yS ⋅[S0 ]

[E1…Ex ]0

)

kb⋅ηq1…x⋅
(
[E1…Ex]0 + yS⋅[S0]

) (6)  

For low initial effective biomass ηE0 and high yS, the decrease in [S] is 
very small at first (i.e., a lag-time (Swinnen et al., 2004)), then only 
increases to mono-exponential at low substrate concentration. 

2.1. Low concentration and steady-state limit 

Xenobiotics usually have no/few dedicated, specific transporters or 
metabolic pathways. By analogy, the horizontal distances between the 
bottoms of the parabolas in Fig. 1 are infinite/large. As minority ligands, 
xenobiotic S can then be ‘moonlighting’ on transport systems and 
pathways (enzymes), ‘in use’ by other substrates, bestowing them with 
apparent first-order kinetics. In absence of ‘natural’ substrates, xenobi-
otics can become majority ligands, though, ‘micropollutants’ (pharma-
ceuticals; pesticides) exist in environments in <1 μg/L, rarely saturating 
transporters or enzymes ([E1]>>>[SE1]). In such limits, the kb (M − 1s− 1) 
is (Astumian, 2019; Canela et al., 2019; Nolte et al., 2020c): 

kb =
kf 1⋅kcat1

kr1 + kcat1
=

kcat1

KM1
(7)  

capturing both transport and catalysis; when reactant and transition 
state are in rapid equilibrium, Km (concentration of S at half maximal 
velocity) equals the affinity constant Kd (Nazzal, 2016). Natural sub-
stances (amino acids, sugars, etc.) are ancient and more ubiquitous (e.g., 
in WWTPs [S]>1 μg/L (Yang et al., 2020)). Hence, microbes will have 
evolved [E] with higher affinities (kf1, kf2 … kfx). This lets microbes 
achieve a larger amount of molecules at active sites (transporters, en-
zymes), [SE], hence, higher turnover for natural (growth) substrates 
(Hardin et al., 2009). On this basis, organisms will have (quickly) 
consumed (1) and processed (…x) S until they reach ‘steady-state’ with 
’stationary growth’ (e.g., wherein [S] < 1 μg/L), so that the simplifica-
tion above can again apply. 

2.2. Experimental yield effectivity 

For high initial effective biomass ηE, relative to S (which in the range 
of μg/L) and/or low yield (y→0), bacterial consortia remain in steady- 
state. We then expect mono-exponential decrease/decay in the con-
centration of S to that of the non-degradable part (i.e., no lag times). In 
case the yield and [S]0 are low as compared to initial biomass Eq. (6) 
reduces to: 

t1/2 =
ln(2)

kb⋅ηq1…x⋅
(
[E1…Ex]0 + yS⋅[S]0

) (8–1) 

kb is known from previous SBR studies (Nolte et al., 2020c; Nolte and 
Ragas, 2017). Also, (experimental) biomass ηq1…x⋅[E1…Ex]0 is often 
(kept) fairly constant or in (pseudo) steady-state because of low (e.g., 
<μg/L) xenobiotic concentration, implying negligible toxicity. This 
opens the door for facile calculation of the effective biomass yield 
(ηq1…x⋅yS) from information on concentration and degradation, Eq. 8. 
Experimental data (surface waters; wastewaters) on half-lives t1/2 and kb 

(Eq. 8) will expose values for ηq1…x⋅yS representing concen-
tration-dependency, i.e., effective yield from xenobiotics in ‘real-life’ 
diverse environments. 

Δ
(
ηq1…x⋅yS

)
≈

ln(2)
t1/2⋅kb

(8–2) 

Having such experimental values for ηq1…x enables (corr)relating 
them to other variables; constituting a basis for interpretation to enable 
its prediction. 

2.3. Predicting yield effectivity 

Binding to (enzyme’s) active sites (kf, kr) enable catalytic steps (kcat) 
to take place (Eq. 2;7). Thus, capturing yield involves acknowledging 
binding (i.e., transport) and catalysis. Within a ‘common’ metabolism 
(enzymatic steps), i.e. Δηq=0, an observed ηy reflects the stoichiometric 
(theoretical) yield (‘maximum efficiency’) and in turn, thermochemistry 
(McCarty, 2007; VanBriesen, 2001; Yuan and VanBriesen, 2002a). The 
elemental composition of substrate S determines the stoichiometry of 
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reactions, which differs between substrates. This, however does not take 
into account the effectiveness ηq of the biomass E (production). A priori, 
ηq1…x denotes effectiveness of the biomass (production) from S, 
reflecting transport, connectivity/coupling, transcription (speed), etc.; 
ηq1…x can take the form of a matrix function (Astumian, 2019; Ferraz de 
Arruda et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2006). 

Microbes usually incorporate/channel xenobiotic S into (operation-
ally) ‘efficient’ primary metabolic structures/pathways. They transform 
(couple) a xenobiotic (in)to a compound that plays a (more) central role 
in metabolism (Westerhoff et al., 1982). Therefore, pathways overlap (i. 
e., are partially in common) and the observed biodegradation (i.e., 
ηq1…x) will represent a weighed ‘distance’ for multiple of such central 
metabolites (e.g., carbohydrates in the Krebs cycle). Substrate S and, by 
extension its metabolites (S’, etc.) induce (the production of) cofactors. 
No biochemical reaction is 100% efficient though and for every meta-
bolic step (in common) there will be a definite (Gibbs) energy dissipa-
tion (Astumian, 2019; Trapp et al., 2018; VanBriesen, 2002; Westerhoff 
and van Dam, 1987). When the number of ‘required’ metabolic steps 
(needing ‘maintenance’) increases, the production of E1…x from S will be 
less effective. In other words, if the metabolic pathway is long, energy 
‘loss’ accumulates along each step so that a lower effective yield ηq1…x⋅y 
can be achieved (McCarty, 2007). Fig. 2 envisions stoichiometries to 
reflect path functions in thermodynamic quantities (Chen et al., 2017): 
effective (green) and ‘non-effective’ (gray) pathways. 

We hypothesized that ηq1…x⋅yS can be captured (predicted) by 
combining elemental compositions of substrates S with those of biomass 
cofactors E1…x. The combination of stoichiometries of biochemical re-
actions then (co-)determines the effectivity of metabolic pathways: 
stoichiometric (molar) ratios ‘ν’ reflect projections of η on y. We set out 
to connect compositions of S to those of E1…x by calculating values for 
stoichiometric ratios νs, combining and comparing them with experi-
mental values of ηq1…x⋅yS. Comparison yielded statistically significant 
relationships signifying relevance of ηq1…x⋅yS in multiple environments. 
The resulting predictions are biochemically intuitive and can supple-
ment SBR and kinetic fate models. 

3. Methods 

We considered the production ys of effective metabolic biomass 
‘machinery’ ηE (Section 2.2) from any substrate Si, and co-substrates xi. 
The ys corresponds to the theoretical (maximal) yield of the machinery 
produced when substrate S is added to medium. We determined an 
experimental effective yield η⋅ys and an apparent stoichiometric ratio νs: 
the first one is experimentally derived, the second one is predicted. We 
then compared and contrasted the two. 

We predicted values for νs,i on the basis of stoichiometric solutions of 
the generalized reaction equation (details in Section 3.1): 

νs,i ∈ si[S] + xi[X]→ei[Ei] (9)  

With si, xi and ei the numbers of elements within (the concentrations, in 
square brackets of) S, X and E. In view of the richness of microbial 
biochemistry, we assumed that all these reactions are possible (i.e. x=∞ 
and in other words, [SNB]t→∞=0 (Ouiroga et al., 1999), Eq. (5), or 
coupling q∕=0 (Westerhoff et al., 1982)), though at different rates. We 
took the rates of reactions to be proportionally higher with higher yields 
(i.e., lower Gibbs energy dissipation). We combined the individual 
contributions νs,i to predict the ‘apparent’ stoichiometric ratio by 
treating them as resistances (of flows) through each metabolic chain 
(Westerhoff et al., 1982) which are connected in parallel (Section 3.1.3): 

νs∝

(
∑i

1

1
νs,i

)− 1

(10) 

We evaluated the relevancy of predictions of νs by comparison with 
‘experimental’ values for η⋅ys: considering the rate constant and expo-
nential decay in Equation 8, we calculated experimental values for η⋅ys 

via: 

Δ
(
η⋅ys, exp

)
=

k
kb

(11) 

Wherein k is the observed first-order biodegradation rate constant in 
surface-/wastewater. We obtained values for k from an empirical QSBR 

Fig. 2. Illustration of total standard entropy (A) and enthalpy (B) changing along the biodegradation coordinate (aggrupation of distances between molecules/atoms 
of substrates, metabolites and cofactors). The green band shows an ‘efficient’ metabolic pathway (high ηy), contrasting with the gray band (low ηy). Further into the 
coordinate, the energy barriers become smaller, and thus the rate constants become larger. Acknowledging that there may be multiple reaction paths as influenced by 
substituents and not every chemical bond is energetically identical, energies are depicted as bands rather than lines. A: The gray band shows how the standard 
entropy changes as the substrate moves along the reaction coordinate through an entire metabolic pathway. It begins with a black segment representing (on the far 
left) the equilibrated state of the parent substrate. Following the band to the right shows a decrease in entropy of the activated state, i.e. the smaller number of 
substrate states from which the substrate is ready to react to the product of the first reaction, i.e. metabolite 1 (i.e. S’). As the molecule moves to the larger number of 
equilibrated states of metabolite 1, its entropy increases. The states of metabolites S’, S’’, etc. are (arbitrarily) shown to have higher entropy than that of the original 
substrate s, also because the substrate is being converted into additional ‘biomass’ ys[E1…Ex]0, which is of greater complexity (Sousa et al., 2006). The arrows 
represent the potential entropy increase from metabolizing S. B: The standard enthalpy of the substrate substance as it passes down the metabolic pathway, running 
through activated states in between these. The green band shows an ‘efficient’ metabolic pathway, contrasting with the gray band. The intersections between 
parabola (maxima) denote bond breaking/formation between elements, i.e., activation enthalpies. 
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(Nolte et al., 2020c, 2018), EpiSuite’s BIOWIN and other datasets (see 
Section 3.2.1). We calculated kb by applying aspects on diffusion, steric 
hindrance and energetics (Eyring) (Nolte et al., 2020c) (3.2.2). Variance 
from the [E1…Ex]0 term was accounted for via data curation (3.2.1). 

3.1. Prediction of νS 

3.1.1. Stoichiometry 
We predict contributions to νS via of the ‘pollutant’ S to those of 

biomass cofactors E (Eq. (12)). We do this by solving algebraically 
stoichiometric equations for each (i) Ei: 

(12) 

Wherein pS…sS are the element concentrations (elements in bold 
capital letters), in number per substrate molecule S for each reaction. 
Likewise, the decapitalized letters px…sx are the number concentrations 
of co-substrates. Co-substrates are needed because the stoichiometric 
ratios in substrate and cofactor Ei may not match up. The entries pE…sE 
are the element number concentrations of the biomass cofactors. We 
obtained the elemental compositions via solving the stoichiometry 
equation, Eq. 12, via applying the argument: 

min
→0

(

CV
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
nx,i + ns

nE,i
,
hx,i + hs

hE,i
,
sx,i + ss

sE,i
,
px,i + ps

pE,i
,
ox,i + os

oE,i
,
cx,i + cs

cE,i

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

)

(13)  

which minimalizes the difference between elemental ratios before and 
after the reaction (Eq. 12), via their coefficient of variation, CV. In other 
words, the argument (Eq. (13)) solves equation 12 for each i. The 
required accuracy of the stoichiometric solution, in terms of the CV of 
the ratios (Eq. (13)), was set at ≤1 × 10− 4. Based on equation 12, we 
define the contributions to νs as: 

1
vs,i

= 1 −

∑
nx, hx, sx, px, ox, cx

∑
(nx + ns), (hx + hs), (sx + ss), (px + ps), (ox + os), (cx + cs)

(14) 

Outcomes of 1 and 0 for vs,i denote that, respectively, no and an 
infinite number of co-factors X are needed to produce i. With i being 
hypothetical constituents of biomass cofactors, as defined below. 

3.1.2. Stoichiometric parameters 
The elemental compositions of biomass cofactors differ. We therefore 

determined the individual (i) contributions to vs (Eq. (14)) via biomass- 
specific stoichiometries. However, virtually endless biomass cofactors i 
can be involved (enzymes, transporters, coenzymes, nucleic acids, 
lipids, etc.). Keeping the parametrization to a minimum, we broadly 
distinguished between 4 important metabolic routes: lipid, amino acid, 
carbohydrate and nucleic acid metabolism (Hendriks et al. 2016; van 
Lier J. B. et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2020). An additional 5th term ac-
knowledges ‘general’ or ‘background’ metabolism involving ‘hybrid’/-
multifunctional enzymes, transporters, etc. (Table 1). Thus, we 
simplified i to be 5. We took the elemental ratios of ‘background meta-
bolism’ from (Fagerbakke et al., 1996; Popovic, 2019; Vrede et al., 
2002), and specifically included phosphorous as a characteristic of life 

(Hunter, 2012; Kamerlin et al., 2013). 

3.1.3. Metabolic routes, i 
Microbes may prefer a particular metabolic route over another: the 

colored lines in Fig. 3 signal particular routes which S may follow. We 
conveniently choose the potential metabolic routes to be lipid, amino 
acid, carbohydrate, nucleic acid and background metabolism (as in 
3.1.2). Naturally, the observed metabolism will likely occur via the 
fastest available and most effective route (González-Cabaleiro et al., 
2015), the ‘path of lowest resistance’ (Chen et al., 2017), e.g. green 
instead of gray in Fig. 2. We consider the main metabolic routes to 
function in parallel, treating them as resistances (Eq. (15)) (Westerhoff 
et al., 1982), as shown graphically in Fig. 3: 

1
vs

=
1

vsi=carbohydrates
+

1
vsi=aminoacid

+
1

vsi=nucleicacid
+

1
vsi=general background

+
1

vsi=lipid

(15) 

Thereby, we implement Eq. (15) (with i = 5) as the calculation of the 
‘metabolic resistance’ of s according to equation 21, wherein i represents 
the biomass cofactor constituent. A more thorough interpretation of the 
values for vs thus obtained is given in the discussion. The values are a 
measure for ‘biological likeness’ (Fig. S1) or ‘natural’ character of the 
substrate (Table 2). 

3.2. Experimental η⋅ys 

3.2.1. Data 
We considered three independent datasets for k to calculate ‘exper-

imental’ values for η⋅ys. The first is the EpiSuite dataset to develop 
BIOWIN (Ver 4.0) (giving scores between 0 and 5 for biodegradability in 
wastewater) (USEPA, 2012); we assume that a ± 1 difference in the 
BIOWIN score translates to an order of magnitude in k. The second, for 
surface water, is an in-house dataset (Nolte et al., 2020c) containing 
electron-rich substances and carboxylates. A third data subset of k values 
was on nitrogen-containing substances (Evenblij et al., 2020). 

To allow comparing results from datasets, we aligned the EpiSuite 
dataset to the in-house dataset. Specifically, we excluded carboxylic 
acids esters from the EpiSuite dataset because of potential abiotic hy-
drolysis, whereby values of DT50 were all below 100 days for pH>8 and 
<6 in environmental aqueous media. We also excluded EpiSuite data for 
salts containing (toxic) metal (e.g., Zn, Al) ions. We further excluded 
compounds for which the octanol-water partitioning ratio (10log(KOW) 
exceeded 4, to minimize potential convoluting influence of (non-linear) 
sorption (Nolte et al., 2018; UnitedNations, 2011). 

3.2.2. Calculation of experimental η⋅ys 
Biodegradation of structurally diverse micropollutant adheres to 2nd 

order kinetics (Paris et al., 1981), but data for k represents pseudo 1st 
order kinetics because low (micropollutant) concentrations (data cura-
tion) render the effective biomass η⋅E (in surface- and waste water) 
constant (via steady state). We take kb in Eq. (11) to be a product 
function (Nazzal, 2016; Nolte et al., 2020c). We thus acquire ‘experi-
mental’ values for η⋅ys by plugging in values for k and kb (P and A): 

Δ(η⋅ys) =
k

P⋅A⋅eΔG‡
(16) 

Wherein P is a partitioning function (Bar-Even et al., 2011; Pirovano 
et al., 2014) (taken as P~0.09⋅KOW, with KOW at pH~7.4 (Nolte et al., 
2020c)). In the presence of electrolyte, carboxylates can bind biomass 
via ion exchange rather than hydrophobic interaction: thus, we calcu-
lated P in Eq. (16) for positive charges attached to the carboxylates. A is 
a ‘frequency’ factor (calculation details in (Hill, 1976; Nolte et al., 
2020c)) and eΔG‡ is the thermodynamic reaction efficiency (Eyring, 
1935; Nazzal, 2016) from chemoinformatic calculation. Fig. 4 visualizes 
the calculation of experimental η⋅ys. By applying Eq (16), we calculated 
η⋅ys by correcting the data on k for A and ΔG‡. Then, the difference in η⋅ys 
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between substrates becomes visible: 
We need activation energies ΔG‡ as they influence biodegradation 

(Nolte et al., 2020a, 2020c; Rorije et al., 1995), Eq. (16). Calculating ΔG‡

for, potentially, 10.000+ substrates and enzymes is cumbersome and 
sometimes error-prone (ECHA, 2020; Jaladanki et al., 2020). Hence, we 
minimized the influence of ΔG‡ (hence, error) by considering 

electron-rich (electrochemically neutral) substrates S separately, such 
that there is negligible variation in ΔG‡ values between S: ΔS(ΔG‡) ≈
0 (Nolte et al., 2020c). In the case of carboxylates and nitrogen as het-
eroatoms, the term ΔS(ΔG‡) could not be ignored; we applied the 
assumption of LFER (Jinich et al., 2018; Nolte et al., 2020c): 

ΔS(ΔG‡) = Fc⋅σ⋅ΔS(ΔGr +ΔGct) (17) 

Assuming transformations are overall oxidative, we calculated η⋅yS 

for carboxylates (taking ΔGCT=0) and nitrogen-containing substrates 
(ΔGct>0) via (Karki and Dinnocenzo, 1995; Nolte, 2020b; Nolte et al., 
2020c). We assumed that the ‘reacting atom’ is well defined (Rudik 
et al., 2016): the orbital density overlap (Fc term) is a constant factor for 
all S, ΔFc = 0 (Nolte et al., 2021). 

3.3. Testing 

The apparent yield effectivity, η⋅ys is a complex quantity. We 
therefore cannot evaluate its absolute accuracy, but can do this merely 
in abstract terms by inferring plausibility of our calculus. We evaluate 
the accuracy of the prediction of η⋅ys via calculated values from three 
different datasets (Section 3.2.1). Allowing comparison with widely 
applied statistical methods, we chose to calculate p-values to evaluate 
significance and the Pearson’s squared correlation coefficient (R2) to 
evaluate preciseness. The values for log(kb) and log(k) (standard errors 
of 0.5–1.0 (Nolte et al., 2020c), in log-scales) entail uncertainty and 
variability (resp.), partially due to unknown involvement of Ei, which 
propagate into errors in the ‘experimental’ η⋅yS (e.g., maximum R2 

obtainable for a perfect model is ≈0.3). To evaluate prediction errors, 
we thus compared errors in ‘experimental’ η⋅yS to its discrepancy with 
predicted vS. 

Table 1 
Elemental composition of major biomolecule groups, taken from previous reports (Hendriks et al. 2016; Fagerbakke et al., 1996; Popovic, 2019; Vrede et al., 2002). * 
values represent a generic composition of bacteria.  

Fig. 3. Schematic of metabolic cycling of four major biomolecules. Colors 
illustrate metabolic routes that a cell or substrate may ‘prefer’. 

Fig. 4. Energy diagram and biodegradation coordinate according to k, as function of η⋅ys, A and ΔG‡. The standard chemical potential (enthalpy) of the substance 
decreases along the pathway. Arrow denotes correcting data on k for A and ΔG‡ to calculate ‘experimental’ η⋅ys. The gray/green curves illustrate energetics along the 
metabolic chain. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Experimental values for η⋅ ys 

We calculated ‘experimental’ values for the effective E yield η⋅ys. The 
values reflect the concentration dependency in Eq. 1 (and Fig. S1). The 
values for η⋅ys largely vary by 3 orders of magnitude between substrates, 
i.e., Δ(η⋅ys) = 1000 (Figs. 5;6, vertical axes). For data subsets, variation 

is larger (Figs. 6;7). The compounds we generally consider as being 
‘natural’, ‘biological’ and ‘organic’ compounds show high values for 
η⋅ys, implying that these chemicals are relatively easily biodegradable. 
We note that uncertainties values for experimental η⋅yS are approxi-
mately 1 order of magnitude, stemming largely from the uncertainties in 
the raw data on k. Uncertainties were larger as compared to variance in 
vS, more so for specific chemical classes. 

Fig 5. ηyS as calculated from experimental biodegradation (EpiSuite) data (y-axes, in 10log-scale) versus vS as computed using Equations 18–21. Colors correspond 
to metabolism. 
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4.2. Predicted values for vs,i and vs 

Implementing the values in Table 1 as parameters in Eqs. 12-15 
yielded apparent stoichiometric ratios vs,i and vs (predicted concentra-
tion dependencies), Table 2. Combining the metabolic paths vsi by 
treating them as resistances (Eq. 10;15), gave vs values varying mostly 
between 0.4–0.9 (Figs. 5–7). By illustration, a bacterial consortium will 
find it virtually impossible (to adapt) to efficiently degrade sulfur 
hexafluoride and fullerene unless many other co-substrates X are avail-
able. In contrast, most consortia will already have machinery to use e.g., 
fatty- and amino acids. For instance, gabapentin (a γ-amino acid), has 

high vs (asterisk in Fig. 7). 

4.3. Metabolic paths i 

Analysis yielded statistically significant correlation (p<0.05) be-
tween η⋅yS and all individual contributions from vS (i.e. vS,i) for specific 
metabolism (i), Fig. 5A-E. This was true for EpiSuite data, but using our 
in-house data only the contributions (i) from carbohydrates, nucleotides 
(Fig. 6A;Fig. 6B;Fig. 7A) and amino acids (Fig. 7C) appeared significant. 
We did however observe a significant correlation for carboxylates as a 
specific chemical class (filled vs. open data points, Fig. 6C;D). 

Fig. 6. Experimental ηyS (from Nolte et al. 2020 data), y-axes, versus computed vS (Eqs. 12–15), x-values. Circles are compounds with exclusively C, O or H atoms 
(left y-axis, 10log-scale); filled diamonds are carboxylates (right y-axis, log-scale). Solid lines denote statistically significant correlations. Top/bottom equations refer 
to all compounds, and carboxylates, resp. Colors correspond to metabolism. 
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Envisioning C–N cleavage metabolism (Nolte et al., 2020a), pre-
liminary investigations on N-rich compounds (excluding other hetero-
atoms) did not yield statistically significant relationships between 
experimental η⋅yS and any predicted vSi, including nucleotide- and 
amino acid metabolism (i). This was with exception of the homogeneous 
WDOD data (significant relationships in Fig. 7). 

All contributions (i) from vS,i to η⋅yS were positive, i.e., correlations 
yielded R>0. This was with exception of vSi for which we took i = lipid 
cofactors (Fig. 5D-7D, i.e., R<0), discussed in Section 4.3. The slopes of 

the regressions were highest when taking i = 1 = carbohydrate and 
when taking i = 1 = nucleotide cofactors (Fig. 5,6). Slopes differed 
slightly for Ei as nucleotide cofactors, e.g., in the case when S are car-
boxylates (Fig. 6B). Since the units of biodegradation (e.g., EpiSuite) 
differ between datasets, we cannot compare slopes between datasets. 
However, within for example Fig. 6, biodegradability (in terms of yield 
effectivity ηy) increases stoichiometrically by 3.2(±0.4) or 3.1(±0.5) via 
likeness to carbohydrate. This shows that, under steady state acclima-
tion, a compound stoichiometrically identical to carbohydrate (e.g., 

Fig. 7. Experimental ηyS as calculated from experimental removal efficiency (WDOD) data, y-axes, versus computed vS (Eqs. 12–15), x-values. Green triangles are 
compounds with nitrogen. Gabapentin (γ-amino acid) is marked with *. Solid lines are statistically significant correlations. Colors correspond to metabolism. 
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sugars), will be 103.2(±0.4) or 103.1(±0.5) times faster degraded than a 
compound marginally similar to carbohydrate. When correlations were 
statistically significant, the signs of the correlations did not differ be-
tween datasets (Fig. 5 compared to Fig. 6; Fig. 7). 

4.4. Total metabolism 

Comparisons between predicted vS and experimental η⋅yS are 
depicted in Fig. 5F;6F;7F (Nolte et al., 2020c). Comparison between vs 
(as combined from vsi, Eq. 10;15) also yielded a statistically significant 
correlation with η⋅yS (Figs. 5F; 6F; 7F), prominently for EpiSuite data 
(Fig. 5F). Taken together, evaluation using data on k from EpiSuite 
(Fig. 5) led to slightly stronger relationships between predicted vS and 
experimental η⋅yS, as compared to in-house data for surface water 
(Fig. 6) and wastewater (Fig. 7). While the involvement of metabolic 
cofactors i were not weighted (Eq, 15 denotes equal contribution), an 
analysis excluding general background and lipid cofactors, gave better 
results. This was with the exception of N-rich compounds (Fig. 7). If the 
relevance of metabolic cofactors was weighted (e.g., optimizing the 
numerators in Eq. (15)), this would have yielded a ‘maximum’ corre-
lation (R2≈0.2–0.3). Multiple analyses show that approximately 90% of 
the experimental η⋅yS (y-axes) values fall within 1 order of magnitude of 
the expected value based on vS (Figs. 5–7). Our corresponding values for 
vS (x-axes) vary mostly (~90%) by 0.5. Figs. 5F–7F show that a factor of 
0.5 can correspond to a predicted increase in the value of η⋅ys by a factor 
of ~103. A variation of ~0.2 in vS (x-axes in Fig. 7F), results in a factor 
~4 difference in the value of k. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Stoichiometry 

Microorganisms are vital components of biogeochemical cycles of 
elements (Filipiak et al., 2017; Luo, 2017; Mishra et al., 2020). Stoi-
chiometry can determine the number of cofactors microorganisms 
‘need’ to degrade S. Equations 12-15 thus solve for stoichiometry, 
yielding for NH3 vS = 0.0–0.3 (unitless, based on elemental concentra-
tion), depending on cofactors and enzymatic machinery. In comparison, 
converting 1 mole of NH3 to biomass requires co-nutrients with N, O and 
C to increase the biomass by 0.066 mole (i.e., η⋅y ≈ 0.1) (Strous et al., 
1998). Cell yields vary with 0.47–0.79 g cells / g BOD (Lim et al., 2001), 
similar to our variability of 0.4–0.9 (Figs. 5-7). 1 gram of styrene gives 
0.675 gs (η⋅y ≈ 0.7) of biomass (Gaszczak et al., 2012), whereas we 
predicted vS for styrene to be 0.5–0.7 depending on pathway i. The 
stoichiometric approach could break down for molecules more complex 
than NH3 and styrene. Whereas inorganic substrates (e.g. HPO4

2− ; 
NH4

+) cycle extensively between biota and environments, natural en-
vironments contain only few unique natural molecules that are both 
abundant (e.g., [S]>1 µg/L) and structurally complex. We find statisti-
cally significant predictions for complex and heterogeneous molecules 
(Figs. 5–7). Among 9 micropollutants, acetaminophen (vS = 0.6) and 
metoprolol (vS = 0.7) degraded faster than expected based on thermo-
chemistry (Nolte et al., 2020c; van Bergen et al., 2020). To our knowl-
edge, there is no study uniformly evaluating 100+ compounds for fate 
assessment comparable to ours. We therefore compared to similar data 
on bioconcentration and aerobic bacterial yield by Yuan and vanBriesen 
(2002), vanBriesen (2002) and Smeaton (2018), Fig. 8. The combined 
agreement indicates that stoichiometry describes η⋅y, i.e., the state of 
acclimation (Brandt, 2002; Strous et al., 1998). Variability in η⋅yS cor-
responds to variability in Ei,t = 0 involved. 

When the effectivity η of biomass (production) is maximal, the 
apparent yield equals the theoretical (maximal) yield y (Eq. (3)). This 
calculus aligns with authors stating that a ’phenomenological stoichi-
ometry’ equals a mechanistic stoichiometry only when the coupling q is 
maximal (Westerhoff et al., 1982). For the ‘same’ inoculum, and when 
other growth substrates are absent, the coupling architecture theoreti-
cally accessible for each xenobiotic chemical S is approximately a con-
stant factor (Trapp et al., 2018). Solving for stoichiometry can lead to 
more than 1 solution for a single S, depending on the prerequisite ac-
curacy of the stoichiometric solution (Eq. (13)). In analogy, differing 
metabolic routes can lead to similar final products (i.e. CO2 and H2O). 
The routes can differ in effectivity, yield, and in number of metabolic 
steps. The accuracy of the solution (Eq. (13)), was set at arbitrary values 
of ≤1 × 10− 4 (Section 3.1.1). The arbitrary criteria however, parallels 
nature: varying involvement of co-metabolites or co-nutrients may 
render an exact solution of the stoichiometric impractical: anywhere in 
the chain metabolism may occur aiding to solve the equation, by 

Fig. 8. Yield and bioconcentration in aerobic mixed bacterial cultures of 
organic compounds (y), versus this study’s result (x). Data (y) from literature 
(Smeaton and Van Cappellen, 2018; VanBriesen, 2002; Yuan and Van-
Briesen, 2002). 

Table 2 
Predicted values for vs according to Eqs. 12-15 and Table 1. Colors illustrate the size of vs.  
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shortcutting the metabolic cycle (Manzoni et al., 2017). This intrinsic 
feature of our calculus parallels nature: variability can be captured 
pending more detailed data on cometabolites involved in constituent 
cycles. 

Conventionally, stoichiometric calculation yields rational, fractional 
integer values for reactants/reagents. This apparently contrasts the re-
sults of our calculus (Section 3.1.1), yielding non-integers stoichiometric 
solutions. The multiple catalytic, signaling and transporting steps by the 
metabolic machinery will add up along the chain, while transforming 
only 1 substrate. Likely, machinery is not activated by 1 molecule only, 
rather, induction needs a certain threshold number (Kovar et al., 2002). 
Solutions to our simplified stoichiometric calculus may represent only a 
reduced or minimalized ‘projection’ of metabolism reflecting primordial 
or prevolutionary ‘life’ (Burroughs et al., 2012; Degani and Halman, 
1967; Fani, 2012; Laurino et al., 2016; Shitut et al., 2017; Sousa et al., 
2013). By a certain probability, bacteria in nature will have available the 
nutrients (cosubstrates) to apply the shortest or most efficient metabolic 
path (i.e. solution). Nature parallels our calculus/algorithm, both 
entailing a probabilistic aspect. Well-fed individuals show a different 
chemical composition than poorly fed individuals (a function of nutrient 
consumption) (Brandt, 2002). 

5.2. Thermodynamics 

We characterized all factors by their elemental compositions. Ele-
ments are held together via bonding, the strength of which is quantifi-
able by bond-dissociation enthalpies ΔH. Phosphorous has a central 
(phosphatase) signaling role relevant for amino acids, sugars and lipid 
metabolism (Capra, 2012; Degani and Halman, 1967); protein phos-
phorylation can (de)activate half of the enzymes present (Vlastaridis 
et al., 2017). Producing ATP requires investing energy (enthalpy), i.e., 
phosphorylation by kinases in glycolysis, Figs. 5A–7A. Phosphoanhy-
dride bonds of ATP are stable but upon enzymatic cleavage release 

energy used to drive cellular machinery (Hunter, 2012; Kamerlin et al., 
2013), transport or catalysis, to degrade pollutants. No fundamental 
limit other than unity can be expected for the thermodynamic efficiency 
(η=1), but with ATP hydrolysis as driving force a more realistic 
(maximal) η=0.78 (Astumian, 2019). The majority of our v values are 
also ≤0.78 (Fig. 5–7; S6). 

In a broad sense, entropy is a loss of information. Changes in struc-
tural entropy ΔS are a function of the distribution and proportion 
(apparent surroundings) of each individual atom in the substrate S. The 
‘octet rule’ stipulates that organic substrates can react towards greater 
complexity than can inorganic substrates. On average, carbon atoms in S 
(e.g., small alkanes) have less structurally complexity (less rotational/ 
vibrational entropy) than carbon atoms in biomass cofactors E1..x (von 
Stockar and Liu, 1999). After introduction, microbes can interact to 
convert [S]0 to biomass cofactors [E1..x], CO2 (increasing translational 
entropy), and everything in between (Chaisson, 2011; Mastromatteo 
et al., 2011). With every transformation, newly produced cofactors E 
increase overall entropy (arrows in Fig. 2A) (Davies et al., 2013). If 
resource composition is diverse and abundance constant, evolutionary 
entropy increases (Demetrius and Gundlach, 2014). Eq. (13) finds an 
optimal (maximized) quantity for biomass production and, by inter-
pretation, complexity and entropy. The optimization parallels the 
metabolic chain in Figs. 2A, reaching a maximum. 

Certain steps in metabolic chains are repeated (iterated): after 
metabolizing the parent substrate S0, its metabolite S’ may require a 
different enzyme for catalysis and will therefore (again) diffuse or be 
transported, e.g. in and out a specialized cell (compartment) or enzyme, 
binding to different (oxygenase) active sites (Eq. (2)) (McCarty, 2007). 
Since S0 and S’ have similar structures (by definition), Gibbs free energy 
changes ΔG for transformation (S0 → S’) are likely to be proportional to 
subsequent transformations (S’ → S’’, etc.). A bacterium likely first 
metabolizes S via the highest (Gibbs) energy gain, and subsequently 
metabolizes the formed metabolite via its highest energy gain, etc. In 

Fig. 9. Schematic visualization of metabolic machinery involved in pollutant (substrate S) biodegradation. The sizes of the arrows are indicative of the stoichiometry. 
The presence and abundance of suitable E and X (cogs) represent acclimation. 
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this way, any change in partial Gibbs energy ΔG is a portion of the 
previous one (substantiating Figs. 1, 2). As such, η⋅y would decrease 
exponentially with the number of steps that preceded the metabolite, i. 
e., ‘biodegradation coordinate’ (Figs. 1, 2). Further along this coordi-
nate, resistance decreases as the substrate becomes increasingly ‘natu-
ral’. With exceptions, natural metabolites tend to have lower energies 
than nonbiological molecules (Jinich et al., 2020). 

Gibbs energy losses entail entropic loss, water/solvent reorganiza-
tion, inert side products, synthesizing/maintaining enzymes, co-factors/ 
nutrients. Converting S to E becomes less efficient when the number of 
steps from S to Ei increases. The amount of ‘work’ needed thus depends 
on how much the microbial consortia has acclimated (it’s E) to degrade 
S. Then, degradation (time) depends on the manner by which the system 
changes from one state to another. Thermodynamically, acclimation 
would be a ‘path function’ or ‘process function’, Fig. 2: the route by 
which a system goes from state A to state B determines the result. ηys is 
proportional to some resistance along a path of metabolic steps, wherein 
cofactors are needed to embed the substrate into the endemic meta-
bolism. Usually, peripheral metabolic reactions (oxygenases) are less 
efficient than are central metabolic reactions, where energy is produced 
for cell functioning (González-Cabaleiro et al., 2015). 

5.3. Metabolism 

Bacteria compete for substrates, which can only ‘feed’ bacteria if 
their concentration is ‘high enough’ so to induce a metabolic response. 
That is, relative to (and ‘competing’ with) other biodegradable (carbo-
naceous) chemicals (e.g. small carbohydrates) (Quiroga, 1994; Nolte 
et al., 2018), Eq. (4–6). The strength of the correlations, decreasing in 
the order of carbohydrates > nucleotides > lipids > amino acids 
(Figs. 5;6), may correspond to natural concentrations. Carbohydrates 
make up the bulk of biomass: around 90% of the dry weight of 
gram-positive bacteria is peptidoglycan (10% for gram-negative); and 
peptidoglycan consists ~50% of sugar. The polysaccharide glycogen is 
also a short-term energy storage (Berg et al. 2002). Aldose sugars have 
the highest possible number of redox connections to other molecules 
(Jinich et al., 2020). Glycolysis of glucose gives pyruvate; with oxalo-
acetate partake in the citric acid cycle, gluconeogenesis, the urea cycle, 
the glyoxylate cycle, amino acid synthesis and fatty acid synthesis. 
Combined, this may explain high correlations for carbohydrates (Figs. 5, 
Fig. 6) (Elsemman et al., 2021). Similarly, apparent correlation for 
carboxylates (Fig. 6) denotes decarboxylation (electron transfer) as a 
distinct (final) step of a metabolic path (González-Cabaleiro et al., 2015; 
Huwiler et al., 2019; Saylor et al., 2012). 

Nutrient deficiency may prompt microorganisms to use other energy 
stores, such as polyhydroxyalkanoates (Kim and Lenz, 2001). Instead of 
transformation, bacteria may accumulate (embed) or store fatty acids 
(lipids) in membranes or micelles (Dodds, 1991). This involves weak 
(van de Waals) bonds (Arantes et al., 2020), rather than break-
ing/forming covalent bonds (parabola intersections in Fig. 2). Rather 
than active respiratory processes, lipids represent (long-term) ‘reserves’, 
e.g. as in DEB metabolic models. Then, lipid metabolism comes into play 
when the endemic bacterial consortium is under pressure (Garton et al., 
2008). This may help to explain the negative sign of the correlations for 
lipids (Figs. 5,Fig. 6). If only catabolism were involved, we would not see 
a concentration dependance; therefore v must represent (also) anabo-
lism and/or cometabolism (Dalton and Stirling, 1982; Luo et al., 2014). 
Coupling between metabolic chains distinguishes catabolism from 
anabolism (Shitut et al., 2017; Westerhoff et al., 1982), Fig. 9. Indeed, 
co-metabolism enhances k significantly (Fig. S6), Fig. 9. The versatile 
coenzyme A serves both anabolic and catabolic functions, prominently 
involving fatty acids. 

A xenobiotic structurally similar to a natural substrate binds to E1…x 
(receptors, enzymes, etc.) but may not be (immediately) transformed. 
Still, it may induce (up- or down regulate) more E1…x (e.g., transporters) 
that, indirectly (in the end) do facilitate transformation (Kim, 2002; 

Klaassen and Lu, 2008; Narang et al., 2008). A plethora of transport 
systems exist, some of which induced by individuals in the population 
through bet hedging. Microorganisms may scavenge any suitable scarce 
substrate, as long as it enables them to outcompete competitors. The 
microbial world is also rich in catalytic capabilities: able to catabolize 
(m)any compound(s) to harvest energy if at all possible (Hadadi et al., 
2019). Higher biodiversity maximizes the collective potential for 
biotransformation, prominently for rare pollutants (Jaeger et al., 2019; 
Johnson et al., 2015). Some transporters and enzymes (locks and keys) 
are less than fully specific (about half of reactions lack an associated 
protein sequence or gene) (Hadadi et al., 2019), allowing other than 
their cognate substrates to pass or even be accumulated. Some chemical 
activation systems enable priming of hard to degrade compounds such 
as through mixed function oxidation. 

5.4. Cofactors x 

Correlations were relatively strong for nucleic acids (Figs. 5,6), 
representing transformation of S to biomass E via cofactors X. No com-
pound is biodegradable by itself; microbes often need cofactors (X) for 
enzymes to function, Fig. 9. Substrates S and cofactors X complement 
each other. N-rich substrates (e.g., nucleotide analogs) need C-rich co-
factors (i.e., carbohydrates), and vice versa: N-rich cofactors ‘needed’ 
determines the proportion of C-rich S0 that is incorporable (via S’, S’’, 
etc.) as E, Eq. (2). Most cofactors frequently involved in metabolic re-
actions (e.g., dehydrogenases) contain nitrogen, (flavins/hemes NADP, 
FAD(H), FMN, coenzyme A and ATP, kinases) (Huwiler et al., 2019) as a 
bio-active element (Pennington and Moustakas, 2017) affecting 
biodegradation (Nolte et al., 2018). Metabolism continuously makes and 
breaks nitrogen-carbon (e.g., glycosidic) bonds involving many ‘general’ 
enzymes (e.g. NAD synthesis from tryptophan/aspartate). Adenosine 
cofactors catalyze many (redox) reactions like methyl, acyl, and phos-
phoryl group transfer. 

ATP is produced by catabolism and consumed by anabolism (West-
erhoff et al., 1982); its measurement helps quantifying presence and 
abundance active/viable biomass (e.g., for water treatment) (Apoteker 
and Thevenot, 1983; Knezev and van der Kooij, 2004; Kyriakides et al., 
1991; Nguyen et al., 2018; Stoddart et al., 2016). Oxidative phosphor-
ylation produces ATP by shuffling NAD(H) and FAD(H) used in the 
electron transport chain (i.e., coenzyme Q10). Many cofactors entail (di) 
nucleotides (NAD(H), FAD(H)), produced by the citric acid cycle; 
oxidation of NADH and succinate (C4H6O4); powers ATP synthase. The 
signaling molecule succinate links cellular metabolism, esp. ATP pro-
duction, to cellular function (regulation). Transformation (S0 → S’) of 
sugars (i.e. glycolysis), amino acids and vitamins (vSCH = 0.7–0.8) nor-
mally involves only 1 or 2 ATP molecules (Teusink et al., 2006), but full 
mineralization (sugar to CO2) i.e., respiration involves ~36 ATP. In 
these respects, our calculus is a measure of the viability of a cell’s in-
vestment of using S to generate growth via S’, S’’, etc. (Cornelissen and 
Sijm, 1996; Lijklema, 1971). 

Stoichiometry vs affects acclimation (i.e., biodegradation) by orders 
of magnitudes (Figs. 5–7). Although the variation in vs is only ~0.5 
(Figs. 5–7), stoichiometric mismatch can add up along potentially bil-
lions of metabolic reactions, 0.59, to affect rates by three orders of 
magnitude (0.59 ≈ 10− 3) (Adadi et al., 2012). It is not uncommon to see 
slight modifications lead to 100-fold change in functions and rates 
(Griffiths, 2003; Sreedhara et al., 2000; Walkiewicz et al., 2012). 
Changing only a few residues (i.e. small changes in vs) in a substrate can 
greatly decrease catalytic efficiency, and hence halt the metabolic chain 
(Newton, 2015). Nature can then tap into a larger sequence space, to 
create catalytic activity (Davies et al., 2013; Renata et al., 2015). Results 
of our calculus (the exponent of 9) may represent feedback mechanisms 
(loops) among the metabolic steps (Schwahn et al., 2017), indirectly 
involving billions of potential (0.59) cofactors X and E. In comparison, 
cells contain ~0.1–1 × 107 proteins (Ho et al., 2018; Milo, 2013), 
>3 × 105 distinct CYP proteins are known (Nelson, 2018), many of these 
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require cofactors X (binding to the universal Rossmann fold) (Laurino 
et al., 2016). Strictly, a catalyst is all that speeds up reaction but is not 
consumed or can be easily regenerated. In this sense, what functionally 
and physically distinguishes biomass cofactors E from X may sometimes 
seem arbitrary (metallic ions, (co)enzymes, prosthetic groups, etc.). 

5.5. Outlook 

‘Naturalness’ is defined as “produced or existing in nature", in 
contrast to ’artificial’ (All natural 2007). As natural subunits can be 
combined into an anthropogenic chemical, the distinction is not cate-
gorial, but continuous (color changes in Table 2; Fig. 2). From an 
evolutionary perspective, ‘unnatural’ xenobiotics were recently intro-
duced to the environment and have no dedicated transporters or meta-
bolic pathways. Acclimation then occurs over years of selection 
pressure: beneficial mutations in order to use a substrate are accumu-
lated while aggrupation of genes inside the same degradation pathway 
(Hadadi et al., 2019; Knott et al., 2020). Study on naphthalene hydro-
carbons ([S]>1 mg/L) gave η⋅yS ≈ 0.4 (Knightes and Peters, 2000) 
(contrasting our vs) implying that our scope (<1 mg/L) still needs 
widening in future (Trapp et al., 2018), e.g. via bioconcentration 
(Fig. 8). Toxic substrates are not ‘natural’, as S could not have been 
present while the microbe developed. S may interfere with metabolism 
to result in cell death if not detoxified (e.g., degraded). Antimicrobials 
and organophosphates exert growth inhibition at concentrations lower 
than 1 mg/L. Haldane kinetics describes such inhibition (Gaszczak et al., 
2012; Perales et al., 1999) constituting the basis of Eq. (4). Thereby, 
future study may incorporate (mixture) toxicity via the toxic unit 
approach (De Zwart, 2002; Nolte et al., 2020b) to further detail the 
active biomass. 

Concentrations vary in situ due to diffusion (e.g. floc size), redox/ 
oxygen and temperature, needing consideration (Brandt and Kooijman, 
2000; Chen et al., 2017; Perales et al., 1999a), e.g. via allometric scaling 
(Mulder and Hendriks, 2014). Glucose as a benchmark, we can inter-
polate results to anaerobic conditions: fermentation to lactate (2 ATP) 
produces ~20 times less ATP than does oxidation to CO2 (~36). 
Measuring concentration enables selecting appropriate kinetic laws 
(Hardin et al., 2009). Rather than i = 1–5, a more complete solution to 
Eq. (15), requires knowing concentrations of metabolic cofactors E 
involved, to extend the summation operator (Eq. (10)) (Bennett et al., 
2008). Sulfur metabolism (e.g. furosemide in Fig. 7) may require sepa-
rate parametrization (Eq. 17), e.g. pH hydrolysis (Knott et al., 2020; 
Yagi et al., 1991). Concentrations do not a priori extrapolate to metabolic 
involvement, activity or turnover: DEB theory could aid, providing rules 
for energy fluxes, exploiting conservation laws and stoichiometric con-
straints accounting for reserves and maintenance (Brandt, 2002). We 
might then incorporate metabolic mapping to weigh the numerators in 
Eq. (15) based on flux balances (Elsemman et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2006; 
Nielsen, 2003). As bacteria have genetic, anatomical and functional 
similarity to mitochondria (endosymbiosis) (Pallen, 2011), we may use 
in vitro (hepatic) transformation data (kcat/Ks) to corroborate, broaden 
and refine our calculus by calibrating specific metabolic machinery. 

Algebraic solutions have finite applicability. Without experimentally 
testing the dimensions of applicability, we cannot know the truth. Cells 
detect, transport and -form compounds via complex signaling machinery 
and pathways. Bacteria synthesize compounds by organized metabolic 
networks with intricately coupled catalytic and transport systems. 
Conversely, biodegradation is notoriously complex, cumbersome to 
characterize, monitor and understand in detail (via omics). We cannot 
realistically characterization and monitor all (variable (sub)structures of) 
cometabolites and cofactors, but quantifying them in terms of elemental 
composition (e.g., atomic spectroscopy), is straightforward. Experimen-
tation is not ideal for (large) volume predictions and screening (Bennett 
et al., 2008). Our approach/calculus actively identifies properties pro-
moting biodegradation, thereby helping screening, prioritizing and sort-
ing ‘green’ chemicals among 10.000+ industrial ‘grey’ chemicals (Rucker 

and Kummerer, 2012; Sharma et al., 2008) (Figs. 2–4). Results of the 
current study illustrate a useful computationally inexpensive tool to 
design, select and monitoring (real-life) substances aiding green chemistry 
and implement its principles (Rucker and Kummerer, 2012). 

6. Conclusion 

In this study we opted to refine by redefining biodegradation models. 
We developed calculus and algebra for experimentally derived effective 
η yield yS of biomass cofactors E production from a compound substrate 
S: η⋅yS. It captures acclimation state and influence of S concentration on 
a kinetic rate constant k (Eq. 1). We also calculated stoichiometric ratios 
vS, as a ‘likeness’, (e.g., scoring similarity of S to biomass E) ‘natural-
ness’, (Fig. SI) or inverse ‘resistance’ along metabolic chains (Fig. 3, 
Table 2): if the xenobiotic does not ‘resemble’ biomass cofactor E, more 
co-substrates X are needed. A relationship exists between η⋅yS and vS. 
Predictions based thereon are biologically and chemically intuitive, 
requiring (e.g., experimental monitoring) input in the form of elemental 
concentrations of potential cofactors. Increasing the concentration of an 
E stoichiometrically similar to S, or adding co-substrates X, decreases the 
half-life of S. The stronger correlation for EpiSuite data (Fig. 5) as 
compared to other (in-house) data (Fig. 6;7) may be due to EpiSuite data 
containing more information on complete metabolism, i.e., minerali-
zation to CO2 and H2O (more resistance along, and coupling between 
more steps 1…x). It may also entail more information on nitrogen 
metabolism (vs. carbohydrate) as N concentrations in wastewater are 
usually higher (Carey and Migliaccio, 2009), and may also reflect 
anaerobic-anaerobic differences (van Lier et al., 2008). 

We evaluated predictions of η⋅yS via vS in real-life scenarios for 
biodegradation in wastewater and surface water. The maximum corre-
lation (prediction precision) that can be expected based on uncertainty 
in experimental η⋅yS is 30–40%. In comparison, we found a maximal 
20–30% correlation with predicted vs (Figs. 5–7). In other words, 
20–30% of the variation in η⋅yS can be accounted for by vS (in terms of 
R2). Parallels between theory, algebra and observed phenomena (Sec-
tions 5.1–5.4), indicate that our new approach has good accuracy, 
(extrapolative) power, and is capable of generating predictions. Com-
bined, it predicts degradation more accurately than existing empirical 
relations, prominently for substances outside the domain of those 
empirical relations. Existing biodegradation models often treat co- 
metabolism by adding (empirical) substrate (and experiment-) specific 
parameters to fit the observed kinetics (Brandt, 2002). Case studies 
apply stoichiometric constraints for a limited set of substrates (S) and 
conditions (~E) (Lobo et al., 2013). Examples illustrate that stoichi-
ometry drives metabolism across different scientific subdisciplines 
(Filipiak et al., 2017). Our generalization helps to establish a mecha-
nistic basis of understanding, minimizing the need for (empirical) 
fitting. Co-metabolism is intrinsically embedded in our approach, as 
‘naturalness’ reflects the presence of metabolic cofactors E (enzymes, 
transporters, etc.). Biodegradation in a different setting involves 
adapting the set of cofactors Ei and re-running the algebra. Environ-
mental fate assessment frameworks often assume steady-state conditions 
(European Community, 2003; EPA, 2008), which applies also to our 
method too. Its results demonstrate implementation to screen, assess 
and optimize ‘green’ chemicals. 
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